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SUMMARY The computing of applications in embedded devices suffers tight constraints on computation and energy resources. Thus, it is important that applications running on these resource-constrained devices are aware of the energy constraint and are able to execute efficiently. The existing execution time and energy profiling tools could help developers to identify the bottlenecks of applications. However, the profiling tools need large space to store detailed profiling data at runtime, which is a hard demand upon embedded devices. In this article, a reconfigurable multi-resolution profiling (RMP) approach is proposed to handle this issue on embedded devices. It first instruments all profiling points into source code of the target application and framework. Developers can narrow down the causes of bottleneck by adjusting the profiling scope using the configuration tool step by step without recompiling the profiled targets. RMP has been implemented as an open source tool on Android systems. Experiment results show that the required log space using RMP for a web browser application is 25 times smaller than that of Android debug class, and the profiling error rate of execution time is proven 24 times lower than that of debug class. Besides, the CPU and memory overheads of RMP are only 5% and 6.53% for the browsing scenario, respectively.
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1. Introduction

In designing efficient embedded applications, two key design issues should be considered. First, the execution time of embedded applications should be optimized because they have to run on embedded devices with limited computing capability. Second, the energy consumption should be minimized because the battery power is a crucial resource for embedded devices. Therefore, developers need to identify the hotspots in the program and optimize their applications according to the analyzed results.

There are many existing profiling tools which can help developers to identify bottlenecks, such as PowerScope [1] and Gprof [2]. Some of them can only profile applications at a single resolution. For example, the PowerScope can only provide a coarse-grained profiling resolution (e.g. process level) to analyze the energy consumption of a process. Thus, developers using PowerScope have the difficulty to identify precise bottlenecks within a process. On the other hand, Gprof provides a fine-grained profiling resolution (e.g. function level), and thus the developers can analyze the time information of a process in more details. However, they need to spend a lot of time to analyze logs of the detailed profiling information to identify performance bottlenecks.

In this article, we propose a new multi-resolution profiling scheme, named reconfigurable multi-resolution profiling (RMP), to help developers to profile the embedded applications flexibly. It can profile the execution time at various profiling resolutions, such as process level, thread level, function level (method level), and loop level. RMP can efficiently profile execution time for different profiling scopes with limited log space. The profiling scope can be defined and controlled by user configurations, such as profiling resolution and user-specific filtering rules. Figure 1 gives an example of profiling; the profiling can be started at any specific coarse-grained resolution (e.g. process level). Developers can zoom into next fine-grained resolution (e.g. thread level) when the hotspot of the application at the coarse-grained...
resolution is identified, such as process x in Fig. 1 (a). When the hotspot of process x is identified as thread i, the same zoom-in process can be used again. By RMP, the exact bottleneck can be identified with small log space because it only stores and analyzes the necessary profiling logs at a specific scope during profiling, as shown in Fig. 1 (b).

For measuring the execution time in RMP, we use the similar approach proposed by LTTng [3] which instruments some probes in the source code to be activated at runtime to record execution information about a program. The major difference between LTTng and RMP is that the probes in RMP can be configured to change the profiling scope. The RMP has been mounted onto SourceForge website as an open source tool (http://sourceforge.net/p/rmptool/).

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work of performance profiling. We describe the architecture of RMP for Android system in Sect. 3. Section 4 presents the experimental environment and discusses evaluation results. Conclusions and future work are given in Sect. 5.

2. Related Work

Existing time profiling techniques can be divided into two main categories: instrumentation and sampling. Instrument-based profiling tools instrument some profiling points into a program, and log events will be recorded when these instrumentation points are triggered. Gprof [2] and Kernel Function Trace (KFT) use the compiler-assisted capabilities to automatically instrument profiling points at entry and exit of every function. However, these tools can only provide the function-level profiling results because they just instrument profiling points at the entry and exit of functions.

Linux Trace Toolkit Next Generation (LTTng) [3] provides a programming interface to instrument the source code. The instrumentation points are managed with probes and every probe can be configured to be “on” or “off” state at runtime.

Debug class, an Android built-in java class, provides a way to create log and trace the execution of an Android application. The application can be profiled without any specific instrumented profiling code. However, the collected profiling information will be very huge and complex. The users can use debug class to specify the profiling range for gathering the interested profiling results. After profiling, TraceView can analyze the log and show the execution information from process level to method level.

Sampling-based profiling tools utilize hardware performance counters, embedded in most modern CPUs, to record program execution information, such as program counter (PC) and cache misses. Then the results can be correlated with the structure of source code. Representative tools include Oprofile, HPCToolkit [5], and Intel VTune. Most of them can analyze the fine-grained profiling traces and show results from a coarse-grained resolution to a fine-grained resolution of details by a GUI tool or a formatted text.

Existing energy profiling can be divided into three categories: simulation approach, measurement approach, and estimation approach. Simulation approaches create virtual hardware platforms to simulate energy consumption behavior for energy profiling [6], [7]. Measurement approaches measure energy consumption with digital power meters directly [1], [8]. The power meter is connected to a platform which uses the time-driven sampling approach to periodically trigger the power meter to record the energy consumption. Estimation approach counts the requests of hardware components for each process [9], [10]. The amount of requests can be translated into energy consumption using the energy estimation model which includes the estimation formula and the power table.

Battery Use has been embedded in Android systems from version 1.6. It can provide the information of energy consumption for each process. An enhancement of Battery Use [4] uses a two-phase calibrating approach to create new estimation formulas and a more correct power table. It improves the accuracy of estimating energy consumption with the error rate below 10%.

Table 1 summarizes the above discussed profiling tools. Gprof, Kernel Function Trace (KFT), and all energy profiling tools are based on single-resolution profiling technique, and others support multi-resolution profiling to help users easily analyze the bottlenecks by GUI. However, all multi-resolution profiling tools normally log all the fine-grained profiling traces at runtime and show multi-resolution profil-
ing results on GUI at the post-analysis phase. However, the large amount of logging information cannot be accommodated by the resource-constrained embedded systems, such as Android. In this article, we propose an approach to solve this limitation.

3. Reconfigurable Multi-Resolution Profiling for Android

This section first describes the architecture and the detailed methodology of the reconfigurable multi-resolution profiling approach (RMP). Afterwards, the profiling flow of RMP is presented.

3.1 RMP Architecture

Figure 2 depicts the architecture of RMP which consists of five components: instrumentation component, control and display component, time profiling component, and logs collection and correlation component. For changing profiling scope without recompiling, the instrumentation component is designed to analyze and instrument all necessary profiling points in the source code. The control and display component displays the profiling point configurations and the profiling results for developers. The time profiling component can record the time information of profiling scope based on the configurations of the control and display component. Finally, the logs collection and correlation component can store time logs and correlate them at fine-grained resolutions.

3.2 Instrumentation Component

In RMP, the instrumentation component instruments profiling points to the whole necessary locations of the application and the framework at first. However, only parts of the framework API will be called by the profiled application; if all profiling points are instrumented to the whole framework, the useless profiling points may cause extra unnecessary overhead for other applications. Therefore, the instrumentation range of the application should be analyzed by the instrumentation range analyzer before the profiling points are instrumented in the framework. The all methods of the profiled application and the framework methods called by the application are defined as the instrumentation range.

When the instrumentation range is identified, the probes inserter can start to instrument profiling points into the application and framework source code. The pair of profiling points of a method or a loop map to a probe which is a control unit using by developers to control the profiling scope. Each probe is recorded in a probe list with its probe name, resolution definition, and on/off status. The profiling resolution also can be recognized by specific functionality of the method (ex. the run() method in Java can be regarded as thread level). After instrumentation, the application and framework source code can be compiled and installed on the target system to do multi-resolution profiling.

There are four profiling resolutions for Android applications in this implementation. First, process level includes all profiling results of components in an application because the application components are essential building blocks of an Android application. Therefore, the process level is used to analyze the bottlenecks of components in an application. The execution period of Android activity is from onCreate() state to onDestroy() state, but the activity may be switched to other activities between onCreate() state and onDestroy() state when users change to other UIs of the application. Therefore, the actual execution time of an activity can be estimated by the periods of onCreate(), onDestroy(), and each part of the visible phase. The execution time of an Android service can be estimated by the period from onCreate() state to onDestroy() state, and the execution time of an Android broadcast receiver can be estimated by the time of onReceive(). However, the Android content provider doesn’t have the independent execution time because it is always called by other components in general. Therefore, the execution time of the content provider has been included in other components.

The second resolution is thread level which includes the profiling results of run() method implemented in a thread class. This resolution is used to analyze the bottlenecks of threads in a process. The third resolution is the method level which includes the profiling results of each normal method. This resolution is used to analyze the bottlenecks of methods in a thread. The last resolution is the loop level which includes the profiling results of each loop in a method. This resolution is used to analyze the bottlenecks of loops in the method.

3.3 Control and Display Component

The control and display component gets the probe list from the instrumentation component and shows the probe control information for users with GUI. The user can turn on or turn off the probes to control the profiling scope by the configuration module. In addition, the profiling display module
shows the energy and time profiling results of the application. The profiling scope can be identified by the configurations of the profiling resolution and the profiling area. The *profiling resolution* is defined by the language-based level, such as process, thread, function (method) and loop. The developer can zoom a coarse-grained resolution into a fine-grained resolution to analyze bottlenecks by the resolution filter, and the filter will turn the probes on or off according to the user resolution configurations. The *profiling area* is defined by the set of all active probes which will be profiled. For example, when the profiling is working at the method level of thread $i$, the profiling area includes all method-level probes in thread $i$. Also when the profiling resolution zooms into the method $k$ of thread $i$, the profiling area includes all loop-level probes in method $k$.

### 3.4 Time Profiling Components

The *time profiling component* checks the probes status (on/off) and manages the caller list based on the user configurations before it records the time data. When the application executes on the target system, the probes will be triggered and send log events to the time profiling component. If the status of a probe is off, the events related to the probe will be skipped; if the status of a probe is on and the caller of the probe has been recorded in the caller filter, the log events will be recorded into log space. The size of the log space can be set by developers. When the log space of time profiling component is out of boundary or the profiling is finished, the logs will be removed from memory to other large storages.

A method may be executed by either profiled threads or other non-profiled threads. Therefore, a *caller filter* is designed in the time profiling component to solve this problem. The user can set some root processes or methods as interested profiling targets in the caller filter, and then only the methods that are called by the methods in the caller filter can be profiled. The callers of the methods recorded in the caller filter will also be dynamically recorded into the caller filter at runtime to identify all methods needed to be profiled.

Figure 3 shows an example of the caller filtering. We assume methods ‘M1’ and ‘M2’ are called by threads ‘Ta’ and ‘Tb’, as shown in Fig. 3 (a). ‘Ta’ is the interested profiling thread and is stored in the caller filter before execution shown as Fig. 3 (b1). In Fig. 3 (b2), ‘M1’ will be recorded into the caller filter when it is called by ‘Ta’ because the caller of ‘M1’ is ‘Ta’ which has been recorded in the filter. ‘M2’ will be recorded into the caller filter as well as ‘M1’ shown as Fig. 3 (b3). When the method is finished, it will be removed from the filter. By this way, the methods will be correctly profiled according to the caller filtering. Figure 3 (c1) shows a countrexample; ‘Tb’ is not our interested profiling thread and it will not be recorded into the caller filter when it is executed. Thus methods ‘M1’ and ‘M2’ will not be recorded into the caller filter and not be profiled too, as shown in Fig. 3 (c2) and Fig. 3 (c3).

In addition, the caller filter also controls profiling area when zooming in other resolutions. For example, when the developer zooms into the loop level in method $k$, the profiling area can be limited in the method $k$ by the caller filter. It can avoid recording loop-level events of other methods. Also the setting of specific filtering rules according to user preference can help the developer to narrow down profiling area during the step-by-step profiling process, such as execution time over than one sec and executing times over than five. These specific filtering rules can also help developers to exclude uninterested log events and to further reduce the log size.

When the profiling points in the application and framework are triggered, the time profiling component receives log events, checks probes status, and manages caller filter based on the user configurations before it logs the time data into the log memory. These actions need to be implemented efficiently because they may influence the accuracy of the profiled time results and the profiling performance if they spend too much time.

The time profiling component was written in C language which has higher performance than java language. We use *java native interface (JNI)*, an efficient approach to call C program from Java program on Android [11], for profiling points to call the time profiling component. The time profiling component is implemented as JNI native library which will be loaded when the application starts to execute.

Figure 4 shows an example of calling the time profiling component using JNI. The profiling point calls the time profiling component through JNI and sends its probe name, caller name, and attribute for checking. The API, Thread.currentThread.getStackTrace(), is used to collect the stack information and select out the caller name. However, it spends too much execution time. Since only the caller name in the stack is required, we implemented a new API, Thread.currentThread.getCaller(), to only returns the caller

### Figure 3

**Examples of the caller filtering.**

- **(a)** The pseudo code of a thread and the invoked methods.
- **(b)** Ta is the interested profiling thread.
- **(c)** Tb is the uninterested profiling thread.
3.5 Logs Collection and Correlation Component

The time profiling component generates performance results to users. The logs can be stored for off-line analysis to get more detailed profiling results. In addition, we can try to correlate the process-level energy consumption with fine-grained time profiling results to get the fine-grained energy consumption using Battery Use [4] energy information in the future.

4. Evaluation Studies

4.1 Evaluation Environment and Scenarios

The version of Android platform is Android open source project (ASOP) 1.6. Most evaluation experiments are based on the web browsing because the Android default browser spends a lot of time when it loads and shows web pages. The browsing scenario starts from the user touching the screen to start the browser until the default page have been loaded and shown on the screen.

4.2 Experimental Results

4.2.1 Execution and Memory Overheads

Figure 5 shows that the execution time of the browser is extended 19.08% when all probes are turned off (not record any log events); and the execution time is extended 43.76% when all probes are turned on (record all log events). The extended time is composed of three parts. First, the time profiling component needs to spend time to check probe on/off status, to filter caller, and to store time results for each probe. Second, the VM spends time to initiate the time profiling component (JNI shared library) when it loads and initiates classes which have been instrumented with probes. Third, the time profiling component stores time results in the memory and removes it from the log memory to other large storages when the log space is full. Therefore, the time profiling component will allocate and free memory several times. These actions will trigger the VM to do garbage collections.

Figure 6 depicts the CPU loading of the browsing scenario. CPU loading variations of all situations are similar because the computation of the time profiling component does not take much CPU resource. The average extra CPU loading is 5% when all probes are turned on. Although the execution time of the instrumented browser extended ranging from 19.08% up to 43.76% shown in Fig. 5, it does not cause too much CPU loading because the additional profiling tasks do not take too much computation resource.

Figure 7 depicts the log memory usages during profiling. We use libpagemap function to periodically measure the memory usage of the corresponding linux-level process (com.android.browser) for the profiled Android application in Linux level. We sample the memory usage of the process every two seconds. The used memory of the instrumented browser is more than that of the origin browser in general because the time profiling component stores the time results in the memory. The extra overload of log memory can be controlled below 6.53% when all probes are turned on. This is because RMP can change profiling scope to save the log space. The used memory of the instrumented browser is sometimes less than that of the origin browser during the profiling because the actions of allocating and releasing memory triggers the VM to do garbage collections (GC). Figure 7 shows the situation during sample 3 and sam-
ple 5.

4.2.2 Time Profiling Accuracy

Methods getCaller() and Probe() are instrumented in each method to get the caller name and trigger the time profiling component to record time data, respectively. Both of them take extra execution time during profiling that will be included in the time results of RMP; therefore, the extra time needs to be deducted for accuracy of time profiling results.

We select a method which has been instrumented with probe statements, and it invokes a child method which has been instrumented too. Another case is that the instrumentation statements are removed from the child method. The extra time of a probe can be calculated by the difference between these two test cases, and the measured execution time of a probe is 0.488 ms. Therefore, this consumed time of probes is deducted from the profiled time results of RMP according to the number of probes in methods. The time 0.488 ms is estimated for an application probe, but the extra execution time of a framework probe is different. The framework probe has one more stage in the time profiling component to check whether the caller is from the target profiling application. Therefore, the extra execution time of a framework probe is 0.631 ms got from the similar experiment for framework probes.

In Table 2, some methods with stabler execution time are selected to evaluate the error rate of time profiling results. The reference time is got from the API System.nanoTime(). This API is instrumented into the entry point and exit point of these methods to get the execution time in nanosecond. According to the above mention, the time results of RMP minus the extra execution time of probes are as the final profiling results. The table shows that the error rate of RMP is below 10.21%. On the contrary, the error rate of debug class is over than 43.17% because the execution time of a method is estimated by the period between the entry of the method and the entry of next executed method in debug class. When the time results include the execution time of calling the next method, the results could be interfered with other miscellaneous factors. From Table 2, the average profiling error rate of execution time of RMP is 24 times lower than that of debug class.

4.2.3 Overhead Comparisons with “Debug Class + Traceview”

The debug class with Traceview is a default time profiling tool working on most Android product devices, and thus selected to be compared with RMP. The debug class collects all time results of methods and stores the results in the memory at runtime. It will transfer time results from memory to the SD card after the profiling is finished. Therefore, the debug class requires large memory space to store the time results. Traceview only provides the round times and total execution time for a method. Also, the execution time of each round for a method is the average result. However, a method may spend different execution time in different task by parameters. Therefore, Traceview cannot help us to analyze the execution time of each round for a method, named integral profiling problem. Table 3 shows the comparisons between debug class + Traceview and RMP.

Table 4 shows the overhead comparisons of debug class and RMP. The debug class extends 39.72% overhead of execution time, 4% CPU loading, and 76.3% memory overhead. The overhead of memory is very large because debug class collects time results of all methods and stores them in the memory. The execution time overhead and CPU loading of debug class and RMP are close. However, the memory overhead of RMP is much smaller than that of debug class because RMP is a reconfigurable multi-resolution profiling solution which can save the log space. The total log size of the debug class is 2.99 MB for this experiment. The
same experiment using RMP takes eight rounds to identify the same bottleneck, and the average log size of each round is 15 KB. It is easily observed that the required memory space using RMP for a web browser application is 25 times (2.99 MB/15 KB x 8) smaller than that of Android debug class.

Figure 8 shows the detailed information about the profiled execution time for the browsing scenario. It was modeled as a pie chart according to the module’s functionality. The “A” part takes 5.02% of the browsing time for initiating the Android resource (Ex. SGL) and the framework of view. The “B” part takes 4.46% of the browsing time for updating browser settings (Ex. plugins status) and data to the database. The “C” part takes 82.97% of the browsing time for receiving network data and drawing web view. The actions of receiving network data and drawing web view are implemented in C/C++ library, so we cannot know the detailed time distributions for these actions. But the bottleneck is at the web view drawing by analyzing the library source code manually. The view of 3D is drawn by OpenGL which uses the graphic processing unit (GPU) for hardware acceleration, but the view of 2D is drawn by SGL without any hardware acceleration. It is slow when the web page is drawn by the embedded CPU. Therefore, if SGL can support hardware acceleration of 2D drawing, the performance of the embedded web browser can be raised.

For the browsing application, the size of the original Android framework source code is 149.8 MB, and the size of the compiled image file is 55.49 MB. The size of the instrumented framework source code is 150.2 MB, and the size of the compiled image file is 55.56 MB. The overhead of the instrumented source code is 0.27%, and the overhead of the instrumented image file is 0.13%.

4.3 Implementation Issues

In order to implement the proposed RMP on Android, the application and the framework source codes have to be pre-processed for profiling. RMP has to analyze the instrumentation range to identify what framework methods are called by the application. Then, we can instrument all necessary profiling points into the application and the framework at once. When all probes are inserted into the framework and the application, the whole framework and application have to be recompiled and restarted.

We also added some tools to assist the profiling process. First, we use Jindent, a source code formatter tool, to unify the source code format of the application and the framework. The unification format of the source code can minimize the complexity of the instrumentation algorithm. Second, we use ctags to get the location of the application methods and the framework methods. The results of ctags include the name of method, file name of the method, and line number of the method in the file. We implement an automatic script to scan out what framework methods are called by the application according to the results of ctags. Then, users can run the script in different operating systems directly. The automatic script is written in the python language because the python language is easy and it can work on most popular operating systems, such as Windows and Linux. Finally, we implement another automatic script to instrument entry and exit profiling points into the application and the framework methods with the resolution definition.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

This work proposes the reconfigurable multi-resolution profiling approach to profile execution time of applications with limited log space to identify the bottlenecks of applications on the resource-constrained embedded system. We have shared the implemented RMP tool on the SourceForge website. The evaluation studies have proven that our implementation has minor CPU loading overhead (5%) and memory overhead (below 6.53%). Although the execution time of the instrumented application is increased ranging from 19.08% to 43.76% depending on the number of active probes, the overhead can be correctly deduced from the profiled execution time to recover accurate profiling results. The accuracy of execution time results is evaluated with the average error rates below 10.21%, which is 24 times lower than that of debug class. In the future, we shall investigate energy consumption with the proposed RMP tool.
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